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Press Note 

Chandigarh, April 8: The Engineering Department, Chandigarh 

Administration has started the silt removal process from Sukhna Lake Bed 

on a massive scale, with effect from first week of April, 2010, in an 

attempt to revive the lake to its pristine glory. 

 

To study and evaluate the various impacts of soil and moisture 

conservation works on the ground water, soil, geology, vegetation, etc. in 

the catchment area of Sukhna Lake a study was commissioned by the 

Department of Environment, Chandigarh, in the year 2007-2008. The 

study was conducted by the Society for Promotion and Conservation of 

Environment (SPACE). The Expert Group has submitted its report to the 

Forest Department, Chandigarh. As per the report titled ‘Study on Impact 

of Soil Conservation Measures in the Catchment of Sukhna Lake on 

Ground Water Soil and Geology’- the siltation rate is reduced from 150 

tonne per hectare per year to less than 5 tonne per hectare per year and 

its physical and chemical properties have also improved significantly. The 

tree stocking density has improved, rise in water table and other positive 

geomorphic changes have also been noticed. 

 

The Engineering Department, Chandigarh Administration, intends to 

remove about 50.00 lac cft (cubic feet) of silt from the lake bed during 

this financial year. About 35,000 cft of silt has already been removed 

since April 2, 2010. The de-siltation project will continue throughout the 

year (except the rainy season) as against the earlier practice of 

abandoning the project after rains. 

In Phase-l of this initiative, from April 2 to April 30, 2010, desilting work 

will be carried on from 6 AM to 12 Noon and 3 PM to 6 PM, in which 5.00 



lac cft of silt will be removed; whereas between May 1 to May 31, 10.00 

lac cft of silt and from June 1 till the advent of rainy season, 15.00 lac cft 

of silt will be removed. 

 

In Phase II, beginning from September 1 to December 15, 2010, from 7 

AM to 12 Noon and 2 PM to 5 PM work on removing 10.00 lac cft silt will 

be undertaken. In February and March 2011, 6 AM to 12 Noon and 3 PM 

to 6 PM work on removing 10.00 lac cft of silt will be carried out. 

 

Help has also been sought from the Punjab and Haryana governments, 

BBMB and Army authorities for contribution in shape of men and 

machinery to accelerate the efforts and get the outputs more than the 

target of 50 lac cubic feet of silt removal from lake bed. 

In order to stop the inflow of silt in the Sukhna Lake, the Department of 

Forests and Wildlife, and the Engineering Department of Chandigarh 

Administration, have taken various preventive steps on a steady and 

sustained basis. Till date 192 silt retention dams and 200 check dams 

have been constructed. Around 110 dams have been silted/partially silted 

and 82 dams are having perennial water bodies/water holes/reservoirs 

behind them. These water bodies are providing/ acting as good water 

holes for the wildlife. 

Masonry spurs, revetments, grade stabilizers, retaining walls, crate-wire 

structures and small loose-stone structures have been constructed to 

minimize soil erosion, retention of silt and train the course of the streams. 

Vegetative measures of soil conservation in the form of planting live 

hedge of Arundo-donex, Ipomea and Kana along choe banks, bhabhar 

grass plantation on exposed slopes and brushwood structures to control 

soil erosion have been undertaken. 

Endemic tree species like Khair, Kikar, Neem, Pepal, Papri, Karonda, 

Jungle Jalebi, Jamu, Gullar, Khejri, Shisham etc. have been planted in the 



lower hills. Contour trenching and direct sowing of the seeds of jungle 

Jalebi, Kikar, Khar, Neem etc. in the higher reaches of the hills has also 

been undertaken over the years. 

The Sukhna Lake was built in the year 1958 across Sukhna Choe and was 

conceived as a place of relaxation, seclusion and sport. The Lake spreads 

on the foot hills of the Shivalik mountain range and is a major tourist 

attraction. The total catchment area of the Sukna Lake is 4207 hectares. 

The soil in the catchment area is sandy, embedded with pockets of clay, 

which is highly susceptible to erosion by surface run-off water especially 

in the rainy season. The flow in the seasonal streams is turbulent and 

exposed hill slopes result in massive soil erosion. 

All these reasons have led to heavy siltation of the Sukhna Lake from 

1958 to 1988. The control of the Sukhna Lake was with the Punjab 

Irrigation Department from the years 1958 to 1979 and was subsequently 

transferred to UT Chandigarh.  

 


